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Luxury Los Angeles Convention Center Hotel Announces Holiday Spa Package Hotel Deal 
This holiday season, guests at the JW Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE Hotel enjoy special holiday-themed spa 

treatments with a new hotel deal. 

 
Los Angeles, CA – Giving presents feels great. Some people even say that 

giving presents is better than receiving presents. To put that idea to the test, 
one of the most luxurious Los Angeles Convention Center hotels is offering 
guests a very special hotel deal. The JW Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE Hotel 
has announced a brand new spa deal just in time for the holiday season. 

Perfect for a day of self-pampering or as a gift for someone else, the spa 
treatments at this hotel near STAPLES Center and steps from the L.A. 
Convention Center will offer everything anyone may need to get relaxed, get 
refreshed, and get in the spirit of the season.  
 

The Exuberance Spa Package offers guests overnight accommodations, a $100 spa credit for each 
night stayed and complimentary valet parking. This deal is available now until March 31, 2012, using 
promotional code SPA. It will be hard to beat a luxurious Los Angeles hotel deal that includes the 
perks this one does, and the Exuberance Spa Package makes for a holiday gift that will keep giving 
through the holidays, or a great stocking stuffer or present to be used after the holidays. 
 
Guests who treat themselves to Los Angeles hotel deals during the holiday months will receive a lot 
more than great savings; they will also enjoy special seasonal treatments at this luxury Los Angeles 

hotel’s spa. Featuring Sugar Plum facials, Cranberry Pomegranate body treatments, Eggnog 
pedicures—not only are these treatments custom-designed to appreciate the season, they have also 
been selected for their exclusive therapeutic properties.  Packed with phytonutrients, antioxidants, 
vitamin infusions, natural exfoliants and other rejuvenating ingredients, these specialty treatments 

will have everyone feeling their holiday best. 
 
Spa treatments are redeemed through the Ritz-Carlton Spa 
attached to the JW Marriott. In addition to the hotel deal, spa gift 

certificates are also available for the holidays. So whether guests 
wish to give some holiday cheer in the form of a great hotel deal, 
spa gift certificates, or perhaps give themselves a gift, they need 
look no further than one of the best luxury Los Angeles hotels—the 

JW Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE Hotel. 
 
About the JW Marriott Los Angeles LA LIVE Hotel 
 

The jewel of Los Angeles luxury hotels is the JW Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE Hotel in Downtown. 
This beautiful hotel is located at L.A. LIVE, a state of the art world-class entertainment, sports and 
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dining epicenter. Featuring a level of service and unique luxury that only JW Marriott hotels can 

provide, this Downtown Los Angeles hotel is a 54-story masterpiece in architectural design, linked to 
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel and offering unrivaled access to attractions such as the STAPLES Center, Los 
Angeles Convention Center, Nokia Theatre and other exceptional dining, shopping and entertainment 
attractions. In addition, guests can enjoy 100,000 square-feet of cutting edge Los Angeles meeting 
and special event space, lavish 8,000 square-foot full-service Ritz Carlton Spa, a rooftop pool, a vast 

array of casual and fine dining options, luxurious guest rooms and expansive suites. Discover more 
about the JW Marriott hotel in Downtown Los Angeles by visiting www.marriott.com/LAXJW 
 
 


